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U7s

Session 10: Striking & Shooting

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

SOCCER GOLF (10-15min)
Use objects (trees, bench or
cones) to make a golf
course. Have kids try and
get to the hole in the least
number of kicks as possible

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

FOX AND HUNTERS
(15-20min)
Players on outside have ball
and are foxes, players on
the inside are hunters.
Players on the outside try
and kick the ball to hit one
of the foxes. If the fox is hit
they come out and do
something (juggle, toe tap)
and then go back in.

Key Coaching Points

-Technique
-Movement and balance
-Appropriate power

-Move after hitting ball
-Strike center of the ball
-Look at target then at bal

Progression
-Specify foot

DISCOVER QUESTION
-When did you need to kick it hard?
soft

-Shooting moving ball
-Appropriate power on shot
-Dribbling and shooting technique
-Shot timing

-Technique: Head down, hit ball
above center
-Follow ball after shot
-Need space (only a little) for shot

Progression
-Limit number of touches after
going around the cone
-Have them go around more than
one cone
-Add cones
-Say "Everyone wearing black go
around X and everyone wearing
red go around Y."

Discovery Question:
-What did you have to do before
you could shoot?
-Why do we run after the ball after
shooting it?

-Vision
-Shot choice/timing
-Accuracy

-Look at target then strike ball
-Quick shooting can catch
someone off guard
-Use both feet
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Activity 2

AROUND THE WORLD
(10-15min)
Put 4 cones around the field
and give them a country
name. Players start in the
middle each with a ball.
Coach calls out a country.
Kids dribble around that
country and then shoot the
ball in the Pugg goals that
are in the center.

Objectives
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Progression
-Foxes can start by doing crab
walking
-Hunters have to shoot a moving
ball

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)
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DISCOVERY QUESTION
-What did you have to do to get
the ball to go where you wanted?
-What did you need to do before
shooting? After shooting?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Sometimes a little chaos is they
best way to have kids learn. They
begin to work it out for themselves.
HOMEWORK:
Kids stand by a tree and take 2-3
big dribbles away from tree. Then
turn and pass/shoot ball at tree. 20
times.
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